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Srovnávací studie řízení lidských zdrojů v čínských a českých 

firmách  

(Pro posílení jejich potenciální spolupráce) 

 

Abstrakt 

Od počátku devadesátých let procházejí Čína i Česká republika přechodem z 

centrálně na tržně řízenou ekonomiku.  

Řízení lidských zdrojů již v té době začalo hrát velmi důležitou roli v rámci 

podnikových aktivit a jeho význam rostl i v následujícím období stabilizace a dalšího 

rozvoje tržní ekonomiky.  

Dosud nebylo publikováno žádné vědecké srovnání přístupu k řízení lidských 

zdrojů těchto dvou zemí. Tato disertační práce se proto touto problematikou zabývá s 

cílem rozšířit znalosti o praktikách řízení lidských zdrojů v českých a čínských 

firmách a zpracovat je pro praktické využití obou skupin firem. 

Proto má práce jak teoretický tak praktický přínos. 

Pro dosažení uvedených cílů je v práci věnována velká pozornost sběru 

teroretických i praktických dat a jejich zpracování. Metodologie použitá v disertaci 

zahrnuje dotazování a průzkum mezi firmami a zpracování dat prostřednictvím 

skupiny vzájemně propojených statistických analýz, jako jsou popisná analýza, 

analýza rozptylu, hierarchická a K-means shluková analýza s grafickými výstupy.  

Prostřednictvím analýzy krok-za-krokem jsou zjištěny rozdíly v praktikách 

čínských a českých firem a potenciální vztahy proměnných.  

 



 

 

 

 

Comparative Study of HRM in Chinese and Czech Firms 

(To Enhance Their Potential Cooperation)  

 

Abstract 

Since the early 1990s, both China and the Czech Republic embarked on the 

transition from central planned economy to market-based economy.  

HRM had played a very important role in the economic transformation, and its 

role increased in the subsequent period, i.e. the period of stabilization and 

development of the market economy in both countries. However, the contemporary 

nature of human resource management in these societies is not well-documented, in 

particularly, there is no research on the comparative HRM between Czech Republic 

and China. This study adopts comparative HRM approach to study the HRM practice 

in these two countries, which is expected to fill the blank in this academic research 

field on one hand, and to enrich the knowledge on HRM practices in Czech and 

China firms for practitioners on the other hand. Therefore this study is of both 

theoretical and practical value.  

This thesis aims to compare the context of HRM in Czech Republic and China; 

to compare the specific practices in China and Czech firms and find out the major 

difference between them; to explain these differences based on the understanding 

how the multi-level contextual factors influence the managing of human resource. 

To achieve the goals as mentioned above, a large amount of work is devoted 

to data collection and data analysis. The methodology in this study is designed as a 

integrated system, which is composed of questionnaire, survey, data processing, a 

group of interrelated statistical analysis methods such as description analysis, 

variance analysis, hierachical and K-means cluster analysis, and visualization 

process. Through step-by-step analysis, the difference of HRM practices between 

Czech and China firms and potential correlations between variables are found out. 

These findings will be studied further more within the context of HRM in Czech 

Republic and China.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Aims 

 

The main aims of this work is the comparison of the HRM practices in China and 

Czech firms, in order to identify possible differences and to interpret the social, 

cultural and institutional context of both countries. 

 

Structure 

1. Analysis and comparison of the national context of HRM in China and the Czech 

Republic. 

2. HRM survey conducted in the Czech Repbulic and China,  design of integrated 

methodology system. All of data processing and statitical analysis work have been 

done as a system, to identify the similarity and difference of HRM practices 

between Czech and China firms; to investigate what factors may have influence 

HRM practics.   

3. Comparison of the  major HRM practices between Chinese and Czech firms, 

based on the findings from methodolgoy system; contextual factors are referred to 

explain the difference of HRM between firms of these two countries.  

4. Conclusions, recommendations to practitioners and implications to further study.  

2 The Context of HRM in China and the Czech Republic 

In search of an answer to the question to what degree context determines human 

resource management (HRM) practices, a holistic picture of contextual factors 

seems indispensable. So that in this study, the contexual model includes both 

cultural and institutional factors, as well business environment and contingent factors 

influencing HRM.  

2.1 Cultural Influence 

Among the diverse and complicated contextual factors, culture is the most prominent 

and very often cited in comparative research. Through literature review, there is 

plenty of research evidence that different nationalities do have different values and 

that these affect they way people organize, conduct and manage work. HR is the 

area of management most likely to be subject to national difference. 

2.1.1 National Culture Values of the Czech Republic and China 

The last two decades witnessed the emergence of a stream of research showing the 

influence of national culture on HRM. The most prominent research comes from 

Hofstede, Trompenaars, Kuckhohn and Strodtbeck, Project GLOBE, Shalom 
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Schwartz Hall and Spony. From their research, we can describe and compare the 

values of Czech and China culture in certain dimensions so as to identify the most 

consistent core values of Czech and China culture. 

According to Hofstede and Bond‟s research, the index score of Czech and China‟s 

culture is estimated as shown in Table 3-1. The culture of the Czech Republic and 

China are significantly different on the dimensions of uncertainty avoidance (UAI), 

individualism(IDV) and  long-term orientation index(LTO); a little different on power 

distance index (PDI); similar on dimension of masculinity (MAS). These difference in 

culture values may have influence on organization behavior, according to the culture 

value theory of Hofstede.   

According to Trompenaars‟ research, former Czechoslovakia is located in the 

Germanic cluster, and China in Asian cluster [100]. Except the relationship of Neutral 

vs Affective, Czechslovakia and China are distinct obviously in all other four 

dimensions. 

In Shalom Schwartz‟s extended model, Czech and China culture contrasted along all 

three dimensions. 

Other observations on the culture aspects of Czech and China.Besides the above 

mentioned, there are other observations and studies on the cultural aspects of the 

organization in Czech and China. Collectivism is the most frequently discussed 

topics. Collectivism was the official  ideology of the communist party, however, after 

revolution the society has expereinced great transformation, thus collectivism could 

be considered in a different way, considering the model of Project GLOBE. Another 

aspect of Chinese culture which has been highlighted in the analysis of China 

economic transactions is „Guanxi‟. 

2.1.2 Implications for Managing Human Resource 

Culture influence the pereferces individuals have for specific HR policies and the 

exten to which these policies will actually function effectively. From various 

perspectives, researchers examined how to relate culture to human source 

management practices in each HRM functional area. 

2.2 Institutional Influence 

A common point of departure for most new institutional research is thus that 

organizations are under pressure to adapt and be consistent with their institutional 

environment. Furthermore, institutionalists argue that national factors such 

economics, governance, financial and legal systems and trade union, which together 

form the national business system, are the source of the main differences in HRM 

between nations[48][106] 
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2.2.1 Transition Economy  

Economy environment is of particular significance when the economy environment 

and society is changing drastically. This is the case of the Czech Republic and China. 

As HRM originates from US and Western Europe, to what extent these HRM 

theories and “best practices” can be applied to the transition countries and whether 

there is particular approach to HRM in these countries is a question of hot debate. 

The path of transition may differ between Czech and China. The Czech Republic has 

undertaken a fast-pace voucher privatization, while China has chosen the model of 

“Gradualism”, as we say “cross river by groping the stones”. There is also difference 

in terms of policies on foreign direct investment (FDI), and the structure of ownership 

in these two countries.  

2.2.2 Employment Legislation  

In this part, we compare the employment legislation between Czech Republic and 

China, highlighting the role of national Labor law. It influence HRM practices through 

the level of organizational autonomy that they imply, the breadth of policies affected 

regulation and the time span through which codification has taken place. We can 

distinguish three aspects to this concept of human resource management: 

 the degree of employment protection 

 the legislative requirements on pay and hours of work 

 legislations  on forms of employment contract.  

The labor law of both countries are discussed as well the potential influence of labor 

law on management. The major differences lie in:  

 The scope of the Labour Code 

 Type of work contract 

 Working time 

 Termination provisions 

2.2.3 Trade Union and Industrial Relations 

The situation of trade union and industrial relations in the Czech Republic and China 

are described and compared, based on the findings from survey. Some features are 

found in each country and explanation is provided. For example, The membership 

rate in the Czech Republic is in the trend of fall down. What is the reason? China 

also has seen the decrease of  membership since transtion, particularly in the sector 

of private business and foreign companies.  
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2.3 Business Environment  Influence  

2.3.1 Labour Market  

Labor market dynamics and overall preferences for internal or external markets, 

influences the weight given to different aspects of HRM such as selection, 

development or performance management 

2.3.1.1  Labor Market in the Czech Republic 

The unemployment problem and characteristics of unemployement in different 

period is discussed. This problem caused great concerns from both academics and 

state. This phenomenon may be explained by several causes related to 

demographic cause, the consequence of voucher privatization [57], excessive 

liberalization of import, the delayed restructuring of enterprises, the changing pattern 

of labor flows, weak job creation, the trend of redundancies in the world within the 

increasing competitive global business environment. 

2.3.1.2   Labor Market in China 

The unemployement  issue is discussed and some reasons  are similar with with that 

of the Czech Rep., like the large amount of lay-offs from state-owned enterprises‟ 

reform and restructuring; unemployment caused by imbalance of  industry structure 

etc.  

Some special problem and complex in China‟s labor market  is investigated. A 

strange phenomenon  is demonstrated by the co-existance of high GDP growth, high 

unemployment and high inflation  in China. The possible reasons  of this complex is 

as the following:  

a) Aggregate oversupply of labors.  

b) The effect of economic growth on employment increase is weakening 

c) Structural imbalance within unemployment 

d) The replacement of labor by new technology and capital 

2.3.2 International Economic Integration 

Besides the influence from local economy, international economic and political 

integration have had a significant impact on management decisions and business 

behavior. 
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2.3.2.1   Impact of the Move to EU on HRM 

The most prominent pan European force could be attributed to the Free Flow of 

within its borders of persons, services, goods and capital and free entrepreneurship. 

Thus , the free flow and its potential influence on Czech enterprises is discussed.  

2.3.2.2 Impact of China’s Accession to WTO on HRM  

China's entry into the WTO will make China's door even more open. Both foreign 

investment and foreign trade are expected to increase. However, entry into WTO for 

China is a double-edged sword. At the enterprise-level, the impact of entry into WTO 

has brought more threats than opportunities for the time being. Out of doubt, 

especially in the changing environment, HR should perform more function to support 

business with new and more competitive HRM practices, to obtain, to retain, to 

retrain their human capital so as to improve competitiveness in the turbulent market 

in current China. 

3 Methodology  

This paper is an exploration to study the human resource management practice in 

Czech and China firms in a comparative view. As there is no similar study so far, this 

study conducted a survey in both countries to acquire the first-hand information and 

ensure its reliability, which is a very important part integrated in this diploma work 

and provided a large amount of first-hand data on HRM practice in Czech and China 

organizations. Based on the data from survey, a integrated system of methodology 

was designed which include data processin, statistical analysis, visualization of 

results. 

3.1 Method of Survey and Participants 

A questionnaire in Czech language and Chinese language was used in the survey, 

which was carried out in Czech and China in respective. (See Annex 1, 2, 3).  

In Czech, the survey is greatly supported by the professors and teachers from the 

Department of Economics and Management, FMMI, VSB-TUO. 

Survey method includes email to cooperated companies;  site-interview with 

employers at recruitment fairs;  On-job MBA class students fill questionnaire at class; 

email to HRs who graduated of HRM specialization.  

The distribution of sample complies with the real situation, 110 Chinese firms and 60 

Czech firms; more local firms than joint venture and foreign firms; more firms in the 

industry of manufacturing and service than other industries; the size of sample is in 

balance.  
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3.2  Measurement and Statistics Software 

In the questionnaire (see annex1), we use the typical classification according to 

HRM function as Recruitment and Selection; Training and Development; 

Compensation; Performance Appraisal and Trade union. Each category has 2-5 

questions, all together 23 questions on HRM practices. Most of question are on a 

five-point Likert scale(not important –very important);  3 questions measured in 

numeric values, 3 questions have rank in preference by ordinal numbers.  Most of 

the variables are measured in ordinal or nominal. 

In this study, we use the statistics software -SPSS13.0 for windows to do all analysis. 

SPSS is the abbreviation of both Statistical Package for the Social Science, and 

Statistical Product and Service Solution.  SPSS for Windows provides a powerful 

statistical analysis and data management system in a graphical environment. 

3.3 Descriptive Analysis 

In this study, we used frequency analysis to find the basic frequency distribution of 

single variable data, use the Crosstabs procedure for the joint frequency information 

on two variables. Crosstabs forms two-way and multi-way tables and provides a 

variety of tests and measures of association for two-way tables. For example, we 

can use crosstabs to see how about the answers distribute on variables „state ‟ and 

„Recruitment sources‟ . It could be seen there is more external recruitment in China, 

while more internal in Czech, see table 1. 

The analysis showed that there were significant differences in human recource 

practices between China and Czech. See table 4-3. With those variables of 

significant difference, we will analyze with furthermore methods to investigate more 

details of the difference. 

Table 1 Crosstab of State and Recruitment 

  

Recruitment 

Total 
most 

internal 
more 

internal balance 
more 

external  
most 

external  

State China Count 
3 14 26 13 53 109 

% within State 2.8% 12.8% 23.9% 11.9% 48.6% 100.0% 

%within 
Recruitment 18.8% 70.0% 63.4% 36.1% 94.6% 64.5% 

Czech Count 
13 6 15 23 3 60 

% within State 21.7% 10.0% 25.0% 38.3% 5.0% 100.0% 

% within 
Recruitment 81.3% 30.0% 36.6% 63.9% 5.4% 35.5% 

Total Count 16 20 41 36 56 169 

% within State 9.5% 11.8% 24.3% 21.3% 33.1% 100.0% 

% within 
Recruitment 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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3.4 Variances Analysis  

The One-Way ANOVA procedure produces a one-way analysis of variance for a 

quantitative dependent variable by a single factor (independent) variable. This 

technique is an extension of the two-sample t test. We use it to test variance 

between different Size, different ownership and different industry. In addition to 

determining that differences exist among the means, we also want to know the 

difference between each category, so we use post hoc tests which provide the 

multiple comparisons after the experiment has been conducted. 

3.4.1 Comparison of HRM Practices across States  

The independent –Sample Test has proved that Czech and China has significant 

difference on 13 dimensions which covered all functional area of HRM practices, this 

testify the results from crosstabs analysis.  

Comparing the means, we can see that Czech firms has much higher level in terms 

of “The importance of recommendation“, “appraisal by supervisor interview“ and “the 

influence of favoritism in appraisal“. 

On the other dimensions, China has higher level than Czech firms. In a brief 

summary, China firms has much more external recruitment; more percentage 

invested on training employee and managers; more people like employee self, 

colleague and subordinate participate performance appraisal in addition to 

supervisor. Trade union in two countries differs, China has higher percentage of 

memebership in average (47% vs 16%), and higher perception on the importance of 

trade union. 

3.4.2 Compare HRM Practices across Sizes  

It was found that four items of HRM practices have significant difference between 

different size. They are “importance of the achievement of group objectives in 

determining salary- X171“, “importance of seniority  in determining salary -X173 “, 

“percentage of union membership- X18 “, “the role of trade union -X19 “. Three of the 

variables (X171, X18, X19) has also been found to correlated to size in the crosstab 

analysis. 

In the multiple comparison, (see Annex4) we found that on X171,  the large firm 

(above 500 employees) has the highest level, and small firm (with 51-200 employees) 

has the lowest level. Other firms have the middle level, which means that the larger 

firms pay more emphasis on the achievement of group objectives, but it is not linear 

relationship.  

Micro firms have the lowest membership percentage, small firms the second lowest , 

the middle size firms higher, and the large firms has the highest. In this dimension, it 

has show linear positive correlation between union membership with size, this 
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complies with observation. Exactly the same with X19, it illustrates that  the larger 

size, the more important of  trade union. 

3.4.3 Compare HRM Practices across Ownerships 

We have three types of ownership in our survey, local firms, joint-ventures and 

foreign company.  

There are five variables identified with much difference between different ownership. 

They are concentrated  in the Performance appraisal objective, “objective for pay“,  

“objective for performance improvement“, “objective for promotion“ and “variable pay 

form- bonus“, and “trade union membership“. From the multiple comparison (see 

annex 5), we saw that Foreign firms has the highest level in three dimensions,  

objective for pay, objective for promotion, pay form-bonus,  followed by local firms 

and then joint ventures. Joint venture behaves more closed to local firms rather than 

to foreign firms .  

If it could be interpreted that joint ventures adopt more local practices, and even 

foreign companies has the trend to localize, remained a question. 

3.4.4 Compare HRM Practices across Industries 

Three variables have significant variance between industries, as “Importance of 

training“, “appraisal method-written report“ and “appraisal participant-supervisor”. 

From the multiple comparison(see Annex6), we found IT industry has highest level 

with  training importance, and transportation industry lowest.  

3.5 Cluster Analysis   

In addition to the analysis on single variable, we want to know if there is any group of 

firms which has similar feature in terms of several variables, if it is possible to find 

any pattern of HRM practice. Cluster analysis is just the right tool to do this job. First 

of all, a process of standardization of data is carried on to prepare the data suitable 

for cluster analysis. (see Annex 15). Then Two cluster methods were used in 

combination in this  study, one is Hierachical cluster analysis (HCA)and the other is 

K-mean cluster analysis(KCA). It is one of advantages in this mehthodology systém.  

HCA provide the numbers of cluster to KCA(see Figure 6-1), from KCA output the 

final clusters with means, based on which, cluster in figure is visulized by Excel tool. 

This way, cluster analysis output dendrogram, final clusters and membership, and 

visualized cluster figure with variables on X and mean value on Y.   
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3.5.1 Cluster on State  

Within all cases, through clustering on State and other 9 variables, we found three 

clusters. F test has shown on all the 10 variables, the clusters has significant 

difference at the level of 0.005, see Figure1  

Figure1 Cluster on State 
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State-Czech/China, X016-references, X3-recruitment sources, X7-expense on emp. training, 

X93-written report, X103 –peers, X152-variable pay /share options,X172- individual 

performance, X173-seniority, X19-role of Union 

Cluster1 &2 has the same value on state, we can refer them as Chinese firms. 

Cluster 3 is the biggest group composed of 46 Czech firms and 20 China firms. 

Except on the indicator of “selection-references“, “salary level depends on individual 

performance”, (see the point 2, 8) cluster 3 is lower in all other HRM practice 

indicators. This result is in line with what we see in descriptive analysis.  

3.5.2 Cluster on Industry 

The three clusters have shown different characteristics on the HRM practices in the 

function area of Performance appraisal, compensation, trade union.  

3.5.3 Cluster on Selection X1 

In cluster1, firms have the highest points in five items, a striking contrast with cluster 

2. It has shown strong preference using application form in selection, external 

training and qualification traning, supervisor as the absolutly evaluator of 

performance, salary level more likely determined by company and individual. 

Peer/colleague doesn‟t participate in performance appraisal. The combination of 

these HRM practices has represented a style, as the firms in this cluster distribute in 

both countries, in all size companies, in all indsutries and in all ownership.  
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3.5.4 Cluster on Performance Appraisal X9 

Looking at the line of cluster1 & cluster3, we may say that Cluster 1 is more formal 

compared to cluster 3, in all these five practices. (see Figure2, point 1,2,4,5,6). 

Furthermore, firms in cluster1, the basic pay level determine at industry level, while 

frims in cluster 3 more turn to company level or individual level. Cluster 1 has highest 

 value regarding to role of trade union, cluster3 the lowest. It seems that in firms with 

strong unions, tend to have more formal Human resource management. The cluster 

of X9 has covered almost all the cases in our survey (166 out of 170), it is highly 

representative of the surveyed firms. 

Figure 2  Cluster on X9 
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X2-importance of Recommendation, X5-importance of Training,X91--supervisor interview,X92-informal 

feedback, X93-written reports, X11- favoritism in PA, X14-the level determinate salary, X19-- Role of 

Union 

In a brief, above analyses have shown that State, Size, Industry and Ownership 

have relationship with HRM practices in different dimensions and in different degree. 

More HRM practices differ across States at a significant level; the Size has obvious 

correlations with trade union indicators. Industry difference mainly in the area of 

training and appraisal method; ownership has more influence on compensation 

practices. 

3.6  Further Cluster Analysis on “State” and “Size” 

As found in previous analysis, that the most significant difference of HRM practices 

have relations with the variables “ STATE” and “SIZE” of firm surveyed. we need to 

make controlled experiments so as to examine the influence of one specific variable 

given the other factor controlled. Four group of controlled experiment has been done.  
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3.6.1 Comparing Small Firms of China and the Czech Republic (CNS-CRS) 

Small firms' common feature in both countries: X8-expense on management training 

is low, X18-trade union membership is low. Except X3, X173, other 

vriables„ comparison is similar to pervious findings on national difference. The 

exception indicates that the selection of recruitment source and the importance of 

group acievement on salary, could be influenced by the interaction effect of nation  

and size, as well as by other organizational factor as the stage of development, 

business strategy. This will be discussed in further study.  

Figure 3  CN-CR small firm comparison (3 groups) 
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3.6.2 Comparing Large Firms of China and the Czech Republic (CNL-CRL) 

Large firms' common feature in both countries: favoritism is not important with 

performance appraisal, group achievement is given high importance, trade union 

membership is quite high (0.4-0.6). The major ifference lies in that X2 CR>CN, X3* 

CN>CR, X8 CN>CR, which is supported by previous findings. Exceptions is on X173 

and X19. In a whole, Czech company has much lower value on X19, but when size 

is more than 200, it makes difference. This can prove that size did have influence on 

trade union‟s position at organization.  

 3.6.3 Comparing Small and Large Firms of China  (CNS-CNL) 

China firms are similar in terms of X2, X11, X18. Recommendation is not important 

in recruitment and selection; favoritism is not common in performance appraisal; 

union membership is from 0.3 to 0.6. Compared to small firms, large firms has 

invested more on management training; pay more attention on group objectives 

achievement; and trade union is regarded as more important.  Exception happend 

with X3 and X173.  

 3.6.4 Comparing Small and Large Firms of Czech (CRS-CRL) 

It could be thought that most Czech firms are similar in these aspects of practices: 

quite important of recommendation to employee selection; favoritism in appraisal is 

from a little important to moderate; group achievements are quite important on salary; 

seniority is not important on salary. Large firms has stronger trade union. Czech 

firms have present more conformity compared to China firms.    

In a brief, these four groups of controlled experiment have indicate the existence of 

moderator effects, the influence of national factor on HRM practices varies with the 

size of organization. And the exception on X173, X3, X19 implicates that these items 

is influenced by more factors than country and size. Although we have not tested all 

contingent factors, but from this one we can see the complex interaction between 

national factors and contingent variables, which increased the difficulties to cross-

national comparative HRM studies in methodology.  

 

4 Comparison of HRM Practices Between Chinese and 

Czech Firms 

This part will focus on explaining the possible causes leading to these differences 

within the context of each country, incorporating a range of contextual factors as 

culture, economy, ownership structure, labor market and legislation of employment 

etc. 
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4.1 HR Function  

While every organization has realized that employees are a potentially creative 

element and esp. high potential employees and special talents represent a unique 

source of competitiveness and long-term successful performance, the employees 

could be only “exploited” fully through appropriate professional personnel 

management. This depends on the professionalism, recognition and status of HR 

function. This part will describe the HR function in the Czech Republic and China 

from three aspects.  

 The position of the HR function in organization 

  The competence of HR manager and staff  

 The responsibility of line managers 

4.2 Recruitment and Selection 

Czech and China varies in their recruitment sources. 21.67% Czech firms recruit 

mostly internal, much higher than China, on the other end, 48.62% China firms 

mostly external recruit, much higher than Czech. Why Czech firms prefer internal 

recruitment and China firms prefer external? It is probably influenced from labor 

market, from the consideration of morale and commitment, the mobility willingness of 

employee, and from the impact of national culture value.  

The most commonly used selection methods in both countries are one-to-one 

interviews, application forms and references. The method of Assessment centre, 

psychometric tests and interview panel are rarely used. The general situation is 

similar in Czech and China firms. 

Examining into the preference, we can find there still exist difference. For instance, 

in Czech firms, the one-to-one interviews dominate the first place (70%), while China 

50% rank it first. Reference is more often used in Czech selection practices. This 

difference is interpreted by culture difference on uncertainty avoidance. 

Psychometric test is the least used method in China, in Czech, Assessment centre 

and Interview panel are the least used.This proved that there is marked national 

difference on the frequency of a certain selection method.  

4.3 Training and Development  

4.3.1 The Importance of Training and Development 

From our survey, it was shown that both Czech and China companies give high 

mark on the importance of vocational education and training. It reflects the reality 

that China is eager to learn so as to adapt the new market economy and the 

ambitous employer  regards training as an investment and he will get a workforce of 

high quality to increase in the increasingly competitive market in the future.  
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4.3.2 The Expense on Training 

More China firms have the expense percentage at the level of 1.01-2.0%, employer 

gives frontline workers more training. The Czech firms have higher investment on 

managerial training than on workers training. The data from cranet project also 

confirms this fact.  

4.3.3 The Training Methods 

Majority China firms choose on-the-job training (79%) as the first choice, compared 

to 45.5% Czech company. 21.4% Czech firms and 6% China company prefer off-

the-job training, The possible reasons is discussed either from the point of view on 

cost and on culture‟s influence on organization behavior.  

More firms come to realize that performance appraisal could be used to identify 

training needs,  41.8% of Czech firms take performance appraisal  as an important 

method to identify training needs, 29% of China firms do. This will benefit making 

practical training plan and implementation.   

4.4 Performance Appraisal  

4.4.1 The Method and The Participants of Performance Appraisal 

 

Table 2 The methods of Performance Appraisal 

  Czech Rep. China  

supervisor interview  81.7 36.4 

informal feedback  28.3 19.3 

written reports  41.7 72.7 

Table 3 The participants of PA Czech Rep. China  

supervisor  100 90.9 

employee oneself  33.9 66.4 

peers/colleagues 5.1 51.8 

subordinates  6.8 39.1 

Why Czech and China firm has so much difference on the methods and participants 

of PA? Performance appraisal is a complex process, it is influenced by other factors 

such as national culture and organization culture and other contingent factors. 

It was supposed that the culture value on Individualism/collectivism and power 

distance has effect on process of PA in a number of ways, see Table 5-9. 
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China and Czech are both culture of high power distance, according to the theory of 

culture value, the supervisor is expected to be the major appraiser, this is supported 

partially by the results of Czech firms. And  this could be explained by its high power 

distance and high Individualist characters. However, there is also a high percentage 

of China firms choose self, peer and subordinate as appraisers, this seems to be the 

behavior of Low PDI, which cannot be interpreted by the culture value.   

Most of China firms have adopted written reports-the in-directive way as 

performance appraisal approach, this could be explained by its collectivists culture.  

4.4.2 The Objective of Performance Appraisal  

For both countries, the 1st objective is „for performance improvement“ either on the 

total percentage or on the rank, the 2nd one is „for pay“. 

In this area, Czech and China has shown more similarity than difference. The results 

indicate that Czech and China firms placed much emphasis on performance 

improvement, it is a future-oriented strategic focus which will benefit both 

organization and employees. 

In both countries, performance appraisal also is important to support make decision 

on pay, in form of year-end bonus or variable pay. Despite of the  debate on the link 

of performance with reward, pay based on performance   is used very often as a 

short-run motivation to employee due to the increasing competition pressure and to 

the demand of increasing producing efficiency. 

4.5 Compensation  

4.5.1 The Level at Which Basic Pay Is Determined  

Normally, basic pay can be determined at three types leve, national/industry level, 

company level, or individual level. China has higher percentage chose 

national/industry leve, while more Czech firms  chose individual level. This difference 

could be explained by national culture and characteristics of labor market.  

4.5.2  Influence Factors on Salary Decision 

Czech and China has much difference in view the importance of given factors 

influencing salary. More China firms regard group achievement and seniority very 

important than Czech firms; more Czech firms regard individual performance and 

experience very important. This could be attributed to the Confucius  philosophy and 

collectivist culture in China society.  
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4.6  Trade Union  

4.6.1 Comparison of Trade Union Between The Czech Republic and China  

The average membership in China surveyed firms is 44.9%. The membership in the 

60 surveyed Czech firms, varies from minimum 0.0% to maximum 90%, the average 

is 16%. Most Czech respondents answered that the role of trade union is not 

important.  

The trend of weakening of trade union could be seen not only in Czech but also in all 

Europe, this downshift of trade union could be on account of the change happend in 

the business enviornment, such as chaning labor market, the expanding of MNCs in 

host market, and the growth in part-time, temporary and „atypical‟ job. 

Table 4 The comparison on the role of union (Czech-China ) 

  

Czech 

Frequency 

Czech 

Valid Per. 

China 

Frequency 

China Valid 

Per. 

Valid Not important 

at all  
37 62.7 33 30.3 

Small extent  4 6.8 19 17.4 

moderate 11 18.6 43 39.4 

Strong  5 8.5 11 10.1 

Very strong 2 3.4 3 2.8 

Total 59 100.0 109 100.0 

Missing System 1  1    

Total 60  110    

4.6.2   The Relations Between Trade Union and Other Contingent Factors 

(1) Trade Union and Size  

Cross-tab analysis was made on the variable of size and the role of trade union, the 

result has shown that the obvious distance between large firms ( with 201 

employees and above) and small firms.(with employee under 200), futhermore, the 

Anova analysis has shown linear positive correlation between union membership 

and size, between the role of union and size. The larger size, the stronger union and 

more membership.  

(2)Trade union and STATE-SIZE clusters 

In the controlled four groups of cluster comparison, most of the results has shown 

that China firms have stronger union than their Czech counterpart; the large size 

firms have stronger union than small ones, these supports the results from previous 

analysis. But within the group of large firms of China and Czech, it has expressed 

inconsistent findings. This implicate that large size has special influence on the trade 
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union system in organization, which is perhaps interacted also with other 

organization characteristics such as the tradition of this industry, strategy and 

development stage of a given organization.  

(3) Trade union and patterns of HRM 

It was also found from this study that within the cluster mainly made of firms from 

manufacturing and building sector, has the stronger union compared to other 

clusters, ig. service cluster. In addition, from cluster analysis, we found that that the 

firms with strong union, tend to have more formal HRM practices. Or it is possible to 

say that firms with formal HRM practices tend to have strong union. This proposition 

need in-depth research in future study.  

5 Conclusion 

This thesis aimed to compare the specific practices of HRM in China and Czech 

firms and to find out the major difference between. Through the large amount of 

study and research work, these aims were achieved.  

In order to realize the goals of this thesis, two parallel lines of working have been 

structured and managed.  One line includes the  literature review and the study on 

the HRM context of the Czech Republic and China, hypothesis and identification of 

possible clues to interpret cross-cultural HRM practice.   

The other line consists of survey and methodology work, concentrates on action, 

communication during survey, and data processing and full-scale analysis. The 

method of data processing and the design of integrated methodology system in this 

study represents an innovative application and has proved to be very useful for the 

empirical research on comparative HRM study. This study and the proceeded cluster 

and Anova analyses have found out that : 

 the context of HRM in Czech Republic and China has differs, and as supposed, 

HRM practice has also significant differences. The fourth hypothethesis is fully 

supported. In addition, these differences could be explained by cultural and 

institutional context. This supported the second hypothesis of this study. 

 HRM practices are influenced by contingent factors as size, ownership and 

industry. This preposition was supported by both Anova analysis and cluster 

analysis. Therefore, the third hypothesis is supported.  

 Cluster analysis indicated generally that Czech firms have significant lower level 

than China firms in the 7 variables and in two higher. It is supported by the 

results from description analysis. 

 Aside the state, industry or size, there exist two patterns of HRM practices which 

have shown obvious variances in a certain of HRM functions.  
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 It seems that stronger union, tends to accompany with a more formal Human 

resource management system. The cluster with more large firms has more 

formal HRM practices than cluster with prevailing small firms. In cluster with 

more manufacturing businesses, there were more formal HRM practices than in 

clusters focused on service business. 

 Within the controlled experiment on size and state, most of the results are 

accordingly with previous study. However, some exceptions do occur, which  

remind us that size and state have interaction when exert influences on HRM 

practices, also reflect the fact that many other factors co-determine the selection 

and development of HRM practices in a given organization. This need further 

study in the future.   

Based on the above findings some practical recommendation are given to Czech 

firms and China firms respectively. I believe that recognizing the differences and 

their management are critical for successful international coopertion between Czech 

and China firms.  

The theory of Hofstede‟s national culture value is a useful reference to explain cross-

national difference on HRM practice, but it is better to combine it with other culture 

knowledge in a given country. In addition, culture value is not isolated, it should be 

considered within the comprehensive context of a given country, which includes 

culture, institutional context and contingent variables at organizational level.    

Comparative HRM study is a relatively new area, particularly in China, there is very 

limited literature to refer. At the same time, it is not easy to obtain full scaled data 

from companies, the data from questionnaire is limited compared to the requirement 

of a complex comparative study. This study is at the level of exploration in this 

academic field. In order to track changes in the two countries, long-term studies of 

HRM practices are necessary.  
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Závěr 

 

Disertace měla za cíl srovnat specifické praktiky řízení lidských zdrojů (ŘLZ) v 

českých a čínských firmách a zjistit hlavní rozdíly mezi nimi. Dosažení cílů bylo 

podpořeno studiem velkého množství zdrojů a zpracováním průzkumu v obou 

zemích.  

Práce má dvě hlavní linie. První zahrnuje přehled dostupné literatury a studium 

multiukulturního prostředí ovlivňujícího ŘLZ v obou zemích, stanovuje hypotézy a 

identifikuje možné rozdíly a jejich příčiny.   

Druhá linie aplikuje zvolenou metodologii práce v podobě průzkumu a související 

komunikace. Následně jsou získaná data zpracována a analyzována prostřednictvím 

klastrové a Anova analýzy. Výstupy studie mj. odhalily, že: 

 ŘLZ v ČR a Číně se dost liší stejně jako podmínky jej ovlivňující. Čtvrtá 

hypotéza se tak plně prokázala jako správná, a protože příčiny rozdílů jsou 

převážně kulturálního a institucionálního charakteru, je správná i druhá hypotéza 

práce. 

 ŘLZ je ovlivněno různými faktory jako je velikost, vlastnictví a oblast podnikání. 

Třetí hypotéza je tak podpořena jak Anova tak klastrovou analýzou. 

 Klastrová analýza označila 7 proměnných, ve kterých české firmy dosahují 

významně nižších hodnot než čínské. Ve dvou dosahují vyšší. Tato tvrzení 

podporují výsledky popisné analýzy. 

 Bez ohledu na situaci, průmysl či velikost podniku, existují dva vzory praktik ŘLZ, 

které prokazují významné rozdíly v určitých funkcích ŘLZ.  

 Zdá se, že silnější odbory se pojí s více formálním ŘLZ. Klastr s více velkými 

firmami mají také formálnější praktiky než klastry s menšími firmami. Obdobně v 

klastru s výrobními podniky jsou spíš formální praktiky ŘLZ než v klastru s 

firmami zaměřenými na služby. 

 V rámci řízeného experimentu podle velikosti a finanční situace firmy byla 

většina výsledků v souladu s výledky předchozí studie. Přesto se objevily nějaké 

výjimky, které potvrdily, že velikost a finanční situace spolu souvisejí, co se týče 

jejich vlivu na ŘLZ. Také potvrzují, že mnoho dalších faktorů spoluurčuje výběr a 

vývoj praktik ŘLZ ve zkoumaných organizacích a je potřeba dalších studií.   

Na základě uvedených zjištění práce nabízí několik doporučení jak českým tak 

čínským firmám. Věřím, že uvědomění si rozdílů v ŘLZ a jejich vhodné řízení jsou 

kritické pro budoucí úspěšnou mezinárodní spolupráci firem obou zemí. 
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Hofstedeho teorie kulturních hodnot je užitečnou referencí pro vysvětlení 

mezinárodních rozdílů, ale je lepší ji kombinovat s dalšími poznatky o kulturách 

sledovaných zemí. Navíc kultura není izolovaná od ostatních faktorů a musí být 

zvážena ve více souvislostech.  

Srovnávací studie ŘLZ je relativně novou tématikou zejména z pohledu Číny, kde je 

jen velmi málo související literatury. Zároveň není jednoduché získat kompletní data z 

oslovených firem. Tato studie je na úrovni akademického bádání. Za účelem 

sledování změn v obou zemích je potřeba dlouhodobějších studií jejich praktik ŘLZ. 
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